
FAMOUS POETS WHO WRITE ABOUT LOVE AND REGRET

Many find that reading and writing poems that deal with their feelings allows them to Poems about Letting Go Of Past
Mistakes Poem Regretting Lost Love.

Regret Today How many times do we say something that we immediately realized was not the right thing to
say? Do you call it regret, sorrow, repentance? Those are my best picks for heartbreak poems. And then he
regrets the murder. May the verses motivate you to continue to move forward and not look back with regret -
life is too short! Focus on what you can do, not what you didn't do. The Pin 7. Famous Quotes Poems about
Regret Let these poems about regret remind you not to live a life full of regret. Love, you helped design the
brick that built the walls around the castle in the basement of which is a vault inside of which is another vault
inside of whichâ€¦you get my point. You can't change what has been said. You can't change a past event, Its
yesterday, you can't change what has been done. I drive around the streets an inch away from weeping,
ashamed of my sentimentality and possible love. Keep an eye on your inbox. Then what you do about it. I go
back and the notes are still there. I keep searching the streets for that last blood-wine battleship she drives with
a weak battery, and the doors hanging from broken hinges. Used to be I hung on your every word. You have a
choice. The only thing to do to repent is to sincerely say, I'm sorry. It doesn't matter what anyone thinks or say
about you, What really matters is what you think and say about your self Don't live your life regretting
yesterday. Do you think about what might have been? Hook, line and sinker. By signing up you agree to our
Terms of Service. Here are my favorite lines from that poem: 9. Focus on today, not on the past. And besides,
your breath stinks. I keep going there, leaving notes stuck into the door. You ever wake up with your footie
PJs warming your neck like a noose? Don't live your life regretting yesterday Our narrator realizes his or her
desperation in the type of love they feel for their significant other and how powerless it renders them. How
many times do we look back on an event and think, if only I had. You can read the whole sordid tale here.
How many times do we do something that we wish hadn't done? The only way you can regret yesterday is
When you've never learnt anything from it And remember that what ever you worry about It's in the past, there
is nothing you can change or do about it, Just accept to choose to see Yesterday's problems as an opportunity
to grow. An event and think, if only I had You have more lies about yourself than bodies beneath your bed.
Used to be. Forget about regret and focus on today, not on yesterday. I take the Maltese cross cut it down from
my car mirror, tie it to her doorknob with a shoelace, leave a book of poems. You can't change what has been
done. Forget about regret, and focus. Live your life so tomorrow you won't regret today.


